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ABSTRACT

Transcription initiation is orchestrated by dynamic
molecular interactions, with kinetic steps difficult to
detect. Utilizing a hybrid method, we aim to unravel
essential kinetic steps of transcriptional regulation
on the glnAp2 promoter, whose regulatory region in-
cludes two enhancers (sites I and II) and three low-
affinity sequences (sites III-V), to which the transcrip-
tional activator NtrC binds. By structure reconstruc-
tion, we analyze all possible organization architec-
tures of the transcription apparatus (TA). The main
regulatory mode involves two NtrC hexamers: one at
enhancer II transiently associates with site V such
that the other at enhancer I can rapidly approach
and catalyze the �54-RNA polymerase holoenzyme.
We build a kinetic model characterizing essential
steps of the TA operation; with the known kinetics
of the holoenzyme interacting with DNA, this model
enables the kinetics beyond technical detection to
be determined by fitting the input-output function
of the wild-type promoter. The model further quan-
titatively reproduces transcriptional activities of var-
ious mutated promoters. These results reveal differ-
ent roles played by two enhancers and interpret why
the low-affinity elements conditionally enhance or re-
press transcription. This work presents an integrated
dynamic picture of regulated transcription initiation
and suggests an evolutionarily conserved character-
istic guaranteeing reliable transcriptional response
to regulatory signals.

INTRODUCTION

Genetic information is dynamically transcribed with the
change of cellular regulatory signals (1–4). Whereas the
structural organizations of proteins participating in tran-
scription have been largely determined (5–12), much less
is known about the dynamic processes of protein–DNA

and protein-protein interactions (12–17). Uncovering such
dynamics is not only fundamental to comprehending how
transcription is orchestrated, but also essential to interpret
the behaviors of gene regulatory networks – due to the re-
sulting complex temporal evolution of transcript numbers
(2,4,17–22). Those kinetic steps are hard to detect experi-
mentally, especially when unstable protein complexes and
unknown transient interactions are involved (23–26). Re-
cently, the steps of the holoenzyme �54-RNA polymerase
(�54RNAP) associating with promoter DNA have been dis-
sected (27,28). Nevertheless, how transcriptional activators
interact with the cis-regulatory elements and �54RNAP to
control transcription initiation remains unclear. Here, we
address this issue in terms of activity from the glnAp2 pro-
moter of Escherichia coli, which is the most extensively stud-
ied �54-depedent promoter.

glnAp2 transcription is activated by NtrC in response to
nitrogen limitation (29–33). NtrC molecules are dimeric in
their inactive state. Upon activation, NtrC dimers are phos-
phorylated and bind to two enhancers centered at −140
(site I) and −108 (site II) relative to the transcription start
site (21,34–37) (Figure 1A and B). The bound dimers have
much lower mobility and nucleate free dimers to form NtrC
hexamers (38). �54RNAP binds to the −24–−12 region at
one face of the double helix (11). NtrC hexamers catalyze
�54RNAP via DNA looping; the catalysis reaction takes
place at approximately −12 region and the edge of the cen-
tral pore of NtrC hexamer (10,11,29,38). Such a regula-
tory mode––activators at remote enhancers direct transcrip-
tion initiation though DNA looping––is similar to that in
eukaryotes. Additionally, there are three low-affinity bind-
ing sites for NtrC, which are separately centered at −89,
−66 and −45 (sites III-V) (21,33,39). These sites are rarely
occupied at low and intermediate concentrations of NtrC
dimers. Low-affinity sequences also widely exist in eukary-
otes, with the function largely unclear. Uncovering the tran-
scriptional regulation on glnAp2 is thus promising to pro-
vide general insights.

Although the transcription apparatus (TA) on the glnAp2
promoter only involves NtrC, �54RNAP and promoter
DNA, it exhibits complicated transcriptional activities
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Figure 1. Components of the transcription apparatus on the glnAp2 promoter. (A) Sequence of the promoter DNA. Enhancers I and II, low-affinity
elements (sites III-V), the −24–−12 region and transcription start site are marked. (B) Size comparison of the DNA, NtrC hexamer and RNAP. A scale
bar is shown in the top right. ATPase is the active center of NtrC hexamer; around the pore at the opposite side are the three DNA binding domains
(DBDs). Six monomers are differently colored in a reconstructed hexamer. (C) A traditional model suggested that an NtrC hexamer simultaneously bound
to the two enhancers drove transcription initiation. (D) Another model suggested that the five binding sites collectively nucleated NtrC dimers to form an
octamer that catalyzes the holoenzyme.

(21,22,40). If the low-affinity sites are all substituted with
the sequences that do not bind any protein, glnAp2 is tran-
scribed at ∼45% of the wild-type level; but the transcrip-
tional level is further lowered to ∼22% if these sites are sub-
stituted with the enhancer sequences. Moreover, the low-
affinity sites act to repress transcription at high concentra-
tions of NtrC dimers. These characteristics cannot be fully
accounted for by traditional views (Figure 1C and D). The
notion that transcription initiation is activated by an NtrC
hexamer spanning the two enhancers fails to explain why
the low-affinity sites can promote transcriptional output
(35,41). Structurally, the binding of NtrC to the low-affinity
sites enhances the bending rigidity of DNA, rather than sig-
nificantly bend DNA as the integration host factor (7), and
thus prevents the hexamers at enhancers from contacting
the holoenzyme (29,36,42). An alternative postulation was
that NtrC dimers could constitute a huge octamer at the
five sites to activate transcription (22) (Figure 1D); but this
is inconsistent with the structural basis of activation––the
holoenzyme is catalyzed at the edge of the central pore of
NtrC hexamer (10,11,29,38). All these suggest that it is nec-
essary to revisit the role for the low-affinity sites in tran-
scriptional regulation and to unravel the kinetics of NtrC
interacting with the five cis-regulatory elements.

By three-dimensional structure reconstruction, we first
explore all possible architectures and conformational tran-
sitions of the TA. Although NtrC hexamers at either en-
hancer are capable of catalyzing the holoenzyme, the main
regulatory mechanism involves the II-V bridging mediated
by NtrC oligomers at enhancer II. This unstable DNA
bridging is also the structural basis for the low-affinity sites

to promote transcriptional output. We then construct a
model characterizing how the TA dynamically operates; the
model is validated by its ability to quantitatively recapit-
ulate transcriptional activities from various mutated pro-
moters. The kinetic features of key molecular interactions
are also unraveled. The proposed dynamic mechanisms for
transcriptional regulation exhibit strong robustness to var-
ious perturbations. Since glnAp2 transcription is regulated
in a mode similar to that in eukaryotes, the unexpected find-
ings such as the key roles played by low-affinity sequences
may be of wide implications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular structure

To reveal how NtrC interacts with the five binding sites and
controls transcription initiation, the molecular surface of
NtrC hexamer and standard B-DNA double helix were re-
constructed using the software 3ds Max (Figure 1B). The
dimensions of the standard B-DNA double helix in solution
are 34 Å per helical turn, 24 Å in diameter, 22 Å across the
major groove and 12 Å across the minor groove. The NtrC
hexamer was reconstructed based on its X-ray structure
(38). Its DNA binding domains (DBDs) were not recon-
structed to the surface for accuracy since they may detach
from the main ring. The slightly raised part surrounding the
central pore was also not reconstructed for simplicity. The
X-ray structure of RNAP (PDB id: 1IW7) was used in struc-
tural analysis. Referring to the conformations of NtrC’s
DBD interacting with DNA (29,42) and of the holoenzyme
catalyzed by NtrC at the core promoter (11,38), we exam-
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ined all possible structural organizations together with their
conformational changes. The surface structure of NtrC hex-
amer changes very slightly when catalyzing the holoenzyme,
and there are no other conformational changes (38). The
spatial arrangement of NtrC hexamers on the DNA can
thus be evaluated with sufficient accuracy. Possible confor-
mations of DNA bridging are presented in Supplemental
S1.

Numeric calculations

Entropy theory and the Jacobson & Stockmayer function
were employed to evaluate the timescale of DNA looping
(22,43–45). The standard Gillespie method was used to fit
the experimental data and perform numerical simulations
(46,47). Details of all analytical and numerical calculations
are available in Supplemental S2 and S3. All statistical anal-
yses were based on sufficient sample data.

RESULTS

Configurations of the TA underlying transcription initiation

Based on structure reconstruction, we first analyze whether
an NtrC hexamer nucleated at any binding site can ap-
proach and catalyze the holoenzyme. Obviously, a hexamer
at enhancer I or II can contact the holoenzyme via DNA
looping (Figure 2A and B). Nevertheless, it becomes dif-
ficult for those enhancer-bound hexamers to approach the
holoenzyme at high NtrC concentrations, since the bending
rigidity of intervening DNA is strengthened due to the oc-
cupancy of low-affinity sites (29,36,42). In contrast, hexam-
ers at any low-affinity site hardly contact the holoenzyme.
This is interpreted as follows. Given a hexamer formed at
site III, sites IV and V are also occupied at least by NtrC
dimers which block DNA bending. A hexamer at site IV is
similarly hindered from contacting the holoenzyme because
of site V. The active center of a hexamer at site V cannot
reach the -12 region because of short intervening DNA. To-
gether, at high concentrations hexamers at low-affinity sites
not only fail to stimulate transcription initiation but also
hinder hexamers at enhancers from contacting the holoen-
zyme. If the low-affinity sites are substituted with enhancer
sequences, such a repressive effect occurs even at low con-
centrations, leading to a reduction in transcriptional levels
(22).

We then probe whether any two sites can be bridged by an
NtrC oligomer (a hexamer or a tetramer that exists during
the formation of a hexamer) and whether a hexamer span-
ning two sites can catalyze transcription initiation. This is
based on the consideration that two sites may be simultane-
ously bound by two DBDs of an NtrC oligomer if topologi-
cally and spatially favorable. The possible bridging manners
fall into three categories, i.e. enhancer–low-affinity site (in-
cluding I-III, I-IV, I-V, II-III, II-IV and II-V), low-affinity
site–low-affinity site (including III-IV, III-V and IV-V) and
enhancer–enhancer (I-II) bridging.

All the bridging conformations in the first two categories
are rather unstable since they involve the low-affinity sites
and unstable NtrC oligomers (38). We analyze each pos-
sible conformation in terms of its 3D structure, stability,
dependence on NtrC concentration and potential influence

on transcriptional output (see Supplemental S1 and Sup-
plementary Table S1). It turns out that these conformations
rarely occur and do not significantly affect transcriptional
dynamics except the II-V bridging. The II-V bridging ex-
actly constrains enhancer I in the vicinity of the -12 region,
facilitating the hexamer at enhancer I to rapidly find and
catalyze the holoenzyme (Figure 2C). The II-V bridging is
the only rational architecture underlying the contribution of
low-affinity sites to elevated transcriptional output. Of note,
when the low-affinity sites are unoccupied, the II-V bridging
forms when an enhancer II-bound NtrC oligomer encoun-
ters site V; the II-V bridging rarely forms at high concentra-
tions because of the occupancy of sites III and IV.

The two enhancers may be transiently bridged by an
NtrC tetramer rather than a hexamer. A previous structural
study showed that for a hexamer to span the two enhancers,
rather high energy is required to severely bend or even twist
the DNA (38) (Figure 2D; Supplementary Table S1). An-
other study revealed that the putative cooperative binding
of NtrC to the two enhancers is independent of the confor-
mational change of DNA and lies outside the DBD (34).
Thus, the two enhancers cannot be simultaneously bound
by an NtrC hexamer. If the cooperativity exists, an eligible
speculation could be that the oligomerization domain of a
bound dimer helps recruit another free dimer that then dis-
sociates and binds to the other enhancer (40,48). That is,
the two enhancers may be bridged by an NtrC tetramer very
transiently.

In summary, there exist three configurations of the TA
allowing for transcription initiation, i.e. an NtrC hexamer
at enhancer I or II catalyzes the holoenzyme via DNA
looping, and the II-V bridging facilitates the enhancer I-
mediated transcription initiation. At low and intermediate
NtrC concentrations, NtrC oligomers (mainly hexamers as
seen later) at enhancer II are topologically and spatially fa-
vored to engage in the II-V bridging. At high concentra-
tions, the occupancy of low-affinity sites represses transcrip-
tion by hindering both the formation of II-V bridging and
interplay of hexamers and the holoenzyme.

Modeling how the TA dynamically operates

The above analyses also suggest a minimal kinetic model for
how the TA operates, which comprises the essential path-
ways of conformational changes (Figure 3A). In brief, an
NtrC dimer bound to DNA acts as a nucleus condensing
free dimers to form a tetramer and then a hexamer. NtrC
hexamers at either enhancer stimulate transcription initia-
tion when they contact the holoenzyme. NtrC oligomers at
enhancer II also tend to approach site V, bridging sites II
and V. The II-V bridging shortens the time required for a
hexamer at enhancer I to search the holoenzyme. The oc-
cupancy of low-affinity sites hinders DNA looping. To re-
veal the kinetics of essential conformational changes, we
make the following simplifications. Each binding site may
be vacant, bound by an NtrC dimer, tetramer or hexamer,
and the conversion between these states is taken into ac-
count (Figure 3B). We need not consider whether there exist
other NtrC oligomeric structures since NtrC is recruited in
units of a dimer and only hexamers catalyze the holoenzyme
(11,38). We also ignore the rather small affinity difference
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Figure 2. Configurations of the transcription appratus (TA) for directing transcription initiation. (A) A hexamer at enhancer I gets close to the holoenzyme
via DNA looping. (B) A hexamer at enhancer II approaches the holoenzyme. (C) The II-V bridging facilitates enhancer I-mediated transcription initiation.
(D) A hexamer simultaneously binding to enhancers I and II approaches the holoenzyme; this configuration hardly occurs. The DBDs and flexible peptide
chain of NtrC are denoted by arrows. The holoenzyme is simply outlined by a dashed line. The looping of glnAp2 promoter is due to intrinsic bending
(58). It separately takes ∼64 s and 80 s on average for a hexamer at enhancer I or II to encounter the holoenzyme. It takes ∼16 s to form the II-V bridging,
whose average duration is ∼55 s, and during which it takes ∼3 s for a hexamer at enhancer I to approach the holoenzyme.

Figure 3. Essentials of the model for NtrC-regulated glnAp2 transcription initiation. (A) NtrC dimers bind to enhancers I and II and low-affinity sites
III-V. NtrC hexamers formed at enhancers (denoted by I 6 and II 6) stimulate the transition from the posterior closed complex ‘CC’ to the open complex
‘OPC’. Mainly via the pathway that an NtrC tetramer/hexamer at enhancer II binds to site V, the II-V bridging forms facilitating the enhancer I-mediated
transcription initiation (denoted by blue lines). The occupation of low-affinity sites by an NtrC dimer, tetramer or hexamer (denoted by n, n = 2, 4 or 6) at
high concentrations increases the DNA rigidity, thus hindering the formation of II-V bridging and association of enhancer-bound hexamers with the closed
complex (denoted by red and orange dashed lines). Solid and open circles separately denote the promotion and inhibition of molecular interactions. (B) For
each binding site, its state converts stochastically among being vacant, being bound by an NtrC dimer, tetramer or hexamer (dimers in a tetramer/hexamer
are differently colored).
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between the two enhancers and that among the three low-
affinity sites (39,40). Additionally, at high NtrC concentra-
tions a very small number of free hexamers may form and
stimulate transcription without binding to DNA (40,49);
this minor effect is also neglected.

Owing to the simplicity of the TA and rather limited re-
action types (detailed reaction steps are shown in Supple-
mentary Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S2), the reac-
tion rate constants can be determined as follows. Presum-
ably, the kinetic data on the holoenzyme interacting with
the −24–−12 region measured at glnALG are applicable to
glnAp2 (27), since the two promoters share the same core
promoter together with the neighboring sequences. Then,
the few remaining rate constants can be estimated by fitting
the input-output function of the wild-type glnAp2 promoter
(21,22,40) (Supplemental S2 and S3). The exact fitting is
shown in Figure 4A (for the experimental data see Figure 3
in (21) and Figure 6 in (40)). As the concentration of NtrC
dimers, C, rises, the average rate of mRNA production, R,
gradually rises and drops. R changes slightly in the range of
20–50 nM, with a maximum around 30 nM. Half-maximal
production rates are separately at 2 nM and 400 nM. In the
following, we further test the validity and robustness of this
model.

Validity and robustness of the model

With the reaction rate constants obtained above, the model
quantitatively reproduces transcriptional activities from
various types of mutated promoters (Figure 4A and B). In
Case 1, the three low-affinity sites are all substituted with
sequences without similarity to the enhancers (III- IV- V-
), i.e. these sites do not associate with NtrC anymore. We
thus set the affinity of the low-affinity sites for NtrC to 0.
Consequently, at low and intermediate concentrations R is
∼45% of that in the wild-type case, quantitatively in agree-
ment with the experimental data (cf. Figure 5 in (22)). The
model further predicts that R nearly remains unchanged for
C ≥ 100 nM.

In Case 2, the three low-affinity sites are all substituted
with the enhancer sequences (III# IV# V#). We set the
affinity of the low-affinity sites for NtrC to that of the en-
hancers. Notably, R first rises and then drops to zero quickly
with increasing C. At low concentrations, R is around ∼22%
of that in the wild-type case, also quantitatively consistent
with the data (cf. Figure 5 in (22)).

In Case 3, either one or both of sites III and IV are mu-
tated to sequences unable to bind any protein (III- IV+ V+
or III+ IV- V+ or III- IV- V+). The binding affinity of the
low-affinity sites for NtrC is altered accordingly. Compared
with the wild-type case, here R is the same for C ≤ 20 nM but
becomes larger for C > 20 nM; R is higher in the III- IV- V+
case than in the III+ IV- V+ case. These features agree well
with the experimental observations (21). Concretely, Atkin-
son et al. obtained two groups of data at high concentra-
tions (cf. Table 2 in (21)). One showed that R is ∼125% in
the III- IV+ V+ or III+ IV- V+ case, while R is ∼154% in the
III- IV- V+ case. The other showed that the two values are
separately ∼224% and ∼406%. The authors speculated that
the first group was obtained at lower concentration than the
second. Our data are quantitatively consistent with those re-

Figure 4. Reproduced transcriptional activities and kinetics of molecular
interactions. (A) The average rate of mRNA production versus the con-
centration of NtrC dimers on the wild-type or mutated glnAp2 promoter.
The data are normalized by setting the maximal rate in the wild-type case
to 1.0. The 45% and 22% of the rate at low concentrations in the wild-
type case are denoted by cyan and gray dots, respectively. The experimen-
tal data from Figure 3 in (21) and Figure 6 in (40) are also rescaled and
shown by gray stars. (B) The average rate of mRNA production on two
mutated glnAp2 promoters. The 12% and 8% of the rate at low concentra-
tions in the wild-type case are denoted by blue and pink dots, respectively.
(C) Probabilities of the promoter in specific states at various NtrC con-
centrations. The states shown correspond to the promoter with enhancer I
occupied by NtrC hexamers, with site III occupied by hexamers, with sites
II and V bridged, and in the OPC state. (D) The average number of mRNAs
initiated per minute from the wild-type promoter at various NtrC concen-
trations. ‘I 6, II-V+’ and ‘I 6, II-V−’ denote the rate of mRNA production
stimulated by enhancer I-bound hexamers in the presence or absence of
II-V bridging, respectively, while ‘II 6’ denotes that by enhancer II-bound
hexamers.
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sults and reveal that the corresponding concentrations are
∼300 nM and ∼1200 nM. This consistence also indicates
that site V has a critical role in governing transcriptional
dynamics.

In Case 4, the promoter is mutated as in Case 1 (i.e. III-
IV- V-), but the region comprising the three low-affinity
sites is shortened by 15 bp. The DNA double helix makes
one complete turn along its axis every ∼11.1–11.2 bp in
vivo (50,51). The orientations of the two enhancers, toward
which NtrC’s DBDs insert into the major grooves, thus
form an angle of ∼47◦ (29,36,42). The reduction of 15 bp
means that the orientations of both the enhancers are ro-
tated to the opposite side by an angle of ∼124◦. Of note,
according to B-DNA with 10.4 bp/turn in solution, the
two angles above are separately ∼28◦ and ∼159◦. Thus,
the central pores of hexamers at either enhancer no longer
smoothly and precisely get contact with the catalysis site of
the holoenzyme. Previous studies inferred that such an ori-
entation change of ∼124◦ results in a decrease of ∼80–88%
in transcriptional levels; a change of ∼159◦ leads to a simi-
lar decrease (cf. Figure 4C in (22) and Figure 2A in (52)). In
other words, the time required for hexamers at enhancers
to find the catalysis site is increased by ∼4- to 7.3-fold on
average. Given the shortened DNA, the time is additionally
decreased by one-fifth on average (based on Equation 11 in
Supplementary Material S2). Thus, the searching time for
hexamers at enhancer I and II to find the catalysis site is
separately ∼256–427 s and 320–533 s. Consequently, R is
∼9–14% of that in the wild-type case (Figure 4B), consis-
tent with 12% by experiment (cf. Figure 5 in (22)).

In Case 5, sites III and IV are substituted with the en-
hancer sequences, and site V is mutated unable to bind any
protein (III# IV# V-). It might be expected that R would
be greater than that in Case 2 (III# IV# V#), since the en-
hanced bending rigidity of DNA due to NtrC binding is
less prominent here. Unexpectedly, R is only ∼8% of that
in the wild-type case (Figure 4B), which is quantitatively
consistent with the experimental observation on a similarly
mutated promoter (4OP, cf. Figure 5 in (22)). This result
can be explained in terms of contributions to transcrip-
tion initiation by various TA configurations. Without in-
corporating transcription initiations in the presence of II-V
bridging, the rate of mRNA production in Case 5 would be
indeed higher than that in Case 2 (Supplementary Figure
S2A). The higher transcriptional output in Case 2 is due to
the II-V bridging, which seldom forms but is rather stable
once formed (Supplementary Figure S2B–D). These results
should exclusively confirm the existence of II-V bridging.

We further examine whether the operation mechanism
of the TA is robust to various perturbations (such as
fluctuations in temperature and concentrations of cellular
molecules) that affect the rates of biochemical reactions.
To this end, independent Gaussian white noise is added to
each rate constant, with the standard deviation being 20%
of its default value (see Supplementary Material S4). Com-
pared with the case without noise, here the average tran-
scription rate becomes smaller, but the relative dependence
of R on C in both the wild-type and mutation cases is almost
unchanged (Supplementary Figure S3). Further in-depth
analyses not only support such strong robustness, but also
verify the kinetic features reported above (Supplementary

Figures S4–S8). We also predict the transcriptional activi-
ties in two cases where either of two enhancers is mutated
to a sequence that does not bind any protein – this can be
used for further testing our model (Supplementary Figure
S9).

Dynamic characteristics of molecular interactions

The above results suggest that the current model captures
the microscopic mechanisms for the TA operation. Here,
we summarize the dynamic nature of key molecular inter-
actions (Table 1). NtrC dynamically binds to and dissoci-
ates from the enhancers and low-affinity sites. The average
time of its DBD in association with an enhancer and a low-
affinity site is ∼12 min and 72 s, respectively. The probabili-
ties of NtrC hexamers formed at these sites gradually rise to
saturation with increasing NtrC concentration (Figure 4C).
Half the maximal occupation of an enhancer and a low-
affinity site by hexamers appears at ∼2 nM and ∼400 nM,
respectively, and the occupation probabilities nearly remain
unchanged separately for C > 100 nM and C > 10 �M.

When none of the low-affinity sites is occupied, it takes
∼64 s on average for a hexamer at enhancer I to approach
the holoenzyme within the posterior closed complex and
∼80 s for a hexamer at enhancer II (Table 1). On the other
hand, it takes only ∼16 s for a hexamer at enhancer II to en-
counter site V; notably, this is also the predominant pathway
leading to the II-V bridging, compared with that mediated
by a tetramer (Supplementary Table S3). Thus, most hex-
amers at enhancer II are engaged in bridging sites II and V,
rather than stimulate transcription initiation. Once formed,
the II-V bridging lasts about 55 s, during which it takes only
several seconds for a hexamer at enhancer I to contact the
holoenzyme. Most mRNA production is induced by hex-
amers at enhancer I in the presence of II-V bridging (Figure
4D).

Large deviations from the optimal lifetime of II-V bridg-
ing, either too short or too long, deteriorate effective tran-
scriptional regulation (Figure 5A). The existence of an opti-
mal lifetime suggests the importance of low affinity of site V
for NtrC and instability of NtrC hexamer. Otherwise, if the
II-V bridging existed stably, it would be required that site V
have a high affinity for NtrC and NtrC hexamer be stable.
Accordingly, at low and intermediate concentrations site V
would be bound by NtrC hexamers, inhibiting both the for-
mation of II-V bridging and transcription initiation. The
optimal lifetime of a hexamer is 4 min; beyond the range of
∼3–5 min, effective transcriptional modulation is also dis-
rupted (Figure 5B).

Although the II-V bridging effectively enhances tran-
scription, it is not straightforward to judge whether it plays
a role by counting transcript numbers in individual cells, be-
cause mRNAs are produced in bursts (Supplementary Fig-
ure S10A). Nevertheless, the dynamics of transcription ini-
tiations via the II-V bridging present a unique signature.
When the II-V bridging is in place, transcription initiation
is faster, implying that more closely spaced polymerases get
into elongation successively and hence a sharper burst ap-
pears. Such characteristics may be justified by using RNA
labeling technologies such as the MS2 system and single-
molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (53–56).
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Table 1. Kinetic nature of molecular interactions

Average lifetime of NtrC hexamer ∼4 min
Average time of NtrC’s DBD in association with an enhancer ∼12 min
Average time of NtrC’s DBD in association with a low-affinity site ∼72 s
Searching time for hexamers at enhancer I to encounter a holoenzyme 3 s, 64 s, 128 s, 640 s and +∞ – separately corresponding to the cases where

the II-V bridging is present, none of, one of, two of and all of sites III-V
is/are bound by NtrC

Searching time for hexamers at enhancer II to encounter a holoenzyme 80 s, 160 s, 640 s, +∞ – separately corresponding to the cases where none,
one, two and all of sites III-V is/are bound by NtrC

Searching time for hexamers at enhancer II to encounter site V ∼16 s, 160 s, +∞ – separately corresponding to the cases where neither,
either and both of sites III and IV is/are bound by NtrC

Average lifetime of II-V bridging ∼55 s
Half the maximal occupation of an enhancer ∼2 nM of NtrC dimers
Half the maximal occupation of a low-affinity site ∼400 nM of NtrC dimers

Figure 5. Proper instability of both the II-V bridging and NtrC hexamer
is crucial for effective transcriptional regulation. The data are collected
from the wild-type promoter. (A) Dependence of the R-C curve on the
half-life of II-V bridging. The optimal duration of II-V bridging is 55 s.
(B) Dependence of the R-C curve on the half-life of NtrC hexamer. The
most effective transcriptional regulation––both in enhancing and repress-
ing transcription––requires a half-life of 3–5 min.

Of note, measurements with high resolution are required be-
cause of the instability of II-V bridging. On the other hand,
the distribution of transcript numbers from the wild-type
promoter over a cell population is shown in Supplementary
Figure S10B. For 10 nM ≤ C ≤ 100 nM, the distribution
does not change markedly and nearly obeys a normal dis-
tribution. At low or high concentrations, most cells produce
fewer mRNAs. These characteristics underline the impor-

tance of transcriptional dynamics itself in determining tran-
scriptional output.

DISCUSSIONS

The kinetics of the holoenzyme �54RNAP interacting with
promoter DNA was revealed using a single-molecule fluo-
rescence technology called CoSMoS (27). The current work
proposes a complementary approach, which fills the gap
across studies on molecular structures, reaction kinetics and
transcriptional activities in comprehending transcriptional
dynamics. We present an integrative picture of how tran-
scription initiation is regulated by transcriptional activators
and cis-regulatory elements on the glnAp2 promoter. While
NtrC hexamers at either enhancer can stimulate transcrip-
tion initiation, the main regulatory mode involves their co-
operation. At low and intermediate NtrC concentrations,
it is structurally and topologically favorable for a hexamer
at enhancer II to bridge sites II and V via one of its free
DBDs. This transient bridging greatly facilitates the inter-
play between NtrC hexamers at enhancer I and the holoen-
zyme, underlying the contribution of low-affinity sites to el-
evated transcriptional output. At high concentrations, the
three low-affinity sites are occupied, hindering DNA loop-
ing and leading to a drop in transcriptional levels. The un-
expected implications of this work are as follows:

i) In dynamically regulating transcriptional output, the
low-affinity cis-regulatory elements can exert a marked
influence. Although the topology, torsion and rigid-
ity of DNA are altered transiently due to unstable as-
sociation of proteins with low-affinity sites, the inher-
ent nonlinear features of molecular interactions sub-
stantially affect transcriptional output. Low-affinity se-
quences also exist widely in eukaryotic genomes, but lit-
tle attention was paid to their functions. It is expected
that more functions of low-affinity sites would be found.
This work also suggests that the instability of NtrC hex-
amer and II-V bridging is crucial for effective transcrip-
tional regulation.

ii) The roles played by the two enhancers are quite dif-
ferent on the wild-type promoter. Whereas enhancer
I-bound hexamers catalyze the holoenzyme, enhancer
II-bound hexamers are mainly engaged in bridging the
DNA. Notably, there also exist several or more en-
hancer elements in the regulatory region of higher eu-
karyotic genes. Likely, the presence of multiple en-
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hancers is not simply for cooperatively recruiting ac-
tivators; each may also perform individual functions,
constrained by topological and structural factors such
as the orientation of major DNA grooves.

iii) A clue may be inferred as to evolution of the dynamic
mechanism of regulated transcription initiation. Previ-
ously, a generic model for how the eukaryotic TA op-
erates dynamically showed that the temporal tethering
of a distant enhancer to the surrounding area of a core
promoter enables the most efficient conversion of reg-
ulatory signals into the rate of mRNA production (4).
A more recent study reported that such tethering is al-
ready formed before the arrival of specific cellular sig-
naling (57). The current study revealed the similar fea-
ture in transcriptional regulation in prokaryotes. Thus,
such a characteristic may be a conserved evolutionary
choice.
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